Apps in use at Kauri Sue Hamilton School
Many free apps are sample programs with the full program available for purchase.
Sample Apps are usually called lite.

Apps for visual engagement, relaxation and cause and effect
Koi pond

free

make the water move and the fish scatter.

Midnight hd

$.99

make designs with color, pixels and movement

Tesla toy

free

motion makes electrifying results

Fluidity

free

lava lamp like motion with engagement

Mood pad

free

heat sensitive‐can you say mood ring!

Doodle kids

free

draw with shape and color, change background and shape

Swirlicity lite

free

very calming, colorful motion with music

I beams lite

free

interactive touch and motion

Fluid

free

calming, music and water motion use rocks bottom or your own picture.

Art of Glow

free

Touch the screen and watch the design go around and around, each touch adds
a new moving element.

Apps for learning of letters, numbers, colors and shapes
My first words free

by smart baby. Flash cards with words, pictures and vocalization

Alpha baby

easy, exposure to letters and shapes, just touch a spot and a letter or shape

free

appears.
Learning game free
Pack sampler

higher ability, colors, shapes, what does it start with? And memory match.

123 balloons Le free

games for counting, spelling, and simple addition‐hand eye coordination too.

Monkey preschool
Lunchbox
$.99

counting, colors and matching games, puzzles.

I touch I learn $.99
Words

Words, literacy

Toddler teaser shapes free
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Shapes identification‐ look for other toddler teasers including quizzes.

More Apps for learning of letters, numbers, colors and shapes
Toddler ABC

free

learn the alphabet, sing the alphabet song, and write the letters.

Learning pad

free

tap to hear number, letter, shape etc..

Numbers and Counting free

number identification, counting

Arithmaroo

$1.99

Counting, match number of items to number

C is for Cow

$.99

Letter identification and sound

Letter quiz

free

tap the correct letter to reveal a photo of an item that begins with that
Letter.$1.99 for the full version

Letter peek

free

tap the letter to reveal item beginning with that letter. No quiz.
Buy full version for $.99

Painting, drawing, coloring and creating apps.
Make me a princess

free

decide what the princess should wear

Hand paint

free

Craft finder

free

like finger painting without the mess, allows kids to paint using choices and
Motion
This one is for teachers/parents etc.. Find seasonal crafts projects, search by
age, holiday event etc.

Chal_board

free

Draw with chalk, colors and erase it all to start again

123 glow

$1.99

Color by number this seasonal coloring book‐ errorless color by number, color
by letter or match colors. App is updated each holiday with more pages to color.
You can also print pictures to send to relatives.

Music and Sounds Apps
Thumb drum

free

play the drums while tapping.

Virtuoso

free

learn to play the piano, even play a duet!

Doo Dah

free

Make your own music

Burp and Fart Piano
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free

just what it says, Junior high kids can’t get enough!

More Music and Sounds Apps
Beatwave

free

make your own music with layers, put them all together for a musical light
Show.

Vehicles

$.99

from kindergarten.com . press the picture of the fire truck and listen to it’s
Sounds.

I hear Ewe

free

press the animal hear its name and what sound it makes. Vehicles too!

Let’s hear the animals $.99

hear actual animal sounds while looking at actual animals.

Sound tech lite free

pictures and sounds of animals and transportation.

Vocal Zoo

real animals and the sounds they make

free

Baby pianoHD lite

free

piano, good graphics plays funny sounds you can record and play back.

Zoo Sounds lite free

real animal sounds, does not say animal first, good discrimination of sound app.
Free version includes only 4 animals.$.99 for full version

City Sounds lite free

city sounds, cars, bikes, trains, sirens, good sound discrimination and identify.
Full version is $.99

Farm Sounds lite

free

Animals for kids lite

free‐ touch the Animated animal to reveal an actual photo of the animal and
hear the sound it makes.

farm sounds, tractor, animals, $.99 for full version

Reading and literacy Apps
new story posted every day. Toddler to 3rd grade, reads to and with kids.

Read me stories

free

I touch I learn words

$1.99 vocabulary words with videos giving the words action also includes
associated words.

Word maker lite

free

short words, beginning and ending letter sounds.

First Words Hd lite

free

Match colors, numbers, with words.

Animals First words

free

flashcards, spelling put letters in correct order.

ABC pocket Phonics lite free
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Phonics, match letter with sounds.

Communication and Augmentative Communication Apps
Asl dictionary

free

Proloquo2go

$189.00

full feature augmentative communication solution. Uses symbols and
allows user to develop their own pages.

Alexicom

free

Make your own pages with installed pictures of actual items. Tap to talk.

Tap to Talk

free

provides pictures for basic needs. Tap the picture and it will talk.
Recently having trouble loading this app.

Talking Tom Cat

Talking Roby

Shows person giving example of signs.

free

free

animated cat repeats anything it hears. He is a funny cat too with a few
tricks of his own, rub his belly to make him purr.

type what you want this funny robot to say. He will also repeat what he
hears like Tom Cat.

Writing and tracing apps
123 writing

free

Trace numbers and words.

ABC phonics

free

preschool‐3rd grade . says word, trace word, examples

Magic ink

free

write, as it fades, student can trace what was written

Puzzles and Memory match games
Preschool memory match

free

Shape builder lite

free

preschool puzzles, easy multi‐layer puzzles. One free then buy full
content $.99.

Dino match

free

memorize where the dinos are to win this memory game.

Snakes

free

simple snake puzzles

Tozzle lite

free

interactive puzzle screen.

Preschool shape puzzle free
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turn the card over to find matching pictures.

easy drag and drop puzzles.

Farm flip

free

farm animal memory game

Math and Counting Apps
Cute Math

free

1:1 correspondence, number identification, addition and subtraction.

123 numbers

free

number identification

A+math

free

addition and subtraction

Count Caddy

$1.99

Counting and math applications

More Math and Counting Apps
Kids math

free

apps for different grade levels, cutsie graphics.

Numbers and counting $1.99
Number Quiz

$1.99

number identification, counting.

number game for kids

Toddler counter lite

free

preschool number adventure game

TT counting lite

free

counting items

Toddler counts lite

free

fun counting program, just push the button and it tells the number and
shows corresponding number of items.

Social Stories
Going places

free

pictures and story about appropriate behavior in places like the grocery store,
mall, dentist etc..

Stories 2 learn $13.99 Personalize social stories for pre‐planning of events, outings or social situations.
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Other Apps
Wheels on the bus hd

$1.99

Fruit ninja

slice the fruit with easy swipe, great for hand/eye coordination. And it is fun
too.

?

interactive screen sings song, while completing actions for each verse.

ABA emotions free

Flashcards with pictures of people expressing happy, sad, frustrated, etc.

Aba flash cards free

Things you wear‐ pictures of clothing items

Leap sheep

$.99

fun counting and hand/eye coordination game with fun graphics.

Google earth

free

find where you live! Find your school etc.

Clicky Sticky

$1.99

Drag and drop sticker book

Apps resources
Moms with apps

More tantrums
Kindergarten.com
Alphababy
Toddler teaser
Dr.suess books
Nano school
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click on apps for special needs
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